A simple Hawkes model have been developed for the price tick structure dynamics incorporating market microstructure noise and trade clustering. In this paper, the model is extended with random mark to deal with more realistic price tick structures of equities. We examine the impact of jump in price dynamics to the future movements and dependency between the jump sizes and ground intensities. We also derive the volatility formula based on stochastic and statistical methods and compare with realized volatility in simulation and empirical studies. The marked Hawkes model is useful to estimate the intraday volatility similarly in the case of simple Hawkes model.
Introduction
In this paper, the tick dynamics of stock prices observed at ultra-high-frequency level are modeled based on the symmetric marked Hawkes process and the empirical properties of the price dynamics are examined. The simple self and mutually excited Hawkes model for the price dynamics with the unit jump size incorporates the stylized facts of the ultra-high-frequency financial data, such as market microstructure noise and order clustering. On the other hand, random size jumps, i.e., not a constant jump, as in the simple Hawkes model, are observed in the tick structure of equity markets, particularly when there is a high ratio between the stock price and minimum tick size. By combining the Hawkes model with a mark structure, which has additional information for each event, more realistic model of the tick price dynamics is proposed to deal with the random size jumps.
Recent studies on (ultra)-high-frequency data and the market microstructure have been developed in several ways. The volume of literature on the financial theory of the market microstructure and limit order book (Roşu, 2009) , and the role of algorithmic trading at a high-frequency rate (Foucault, 2012; Chaboud et al., 2014; Hoffmann, 2014) is increasing. A number of studies focused on the reduced form or stochastic modeling of the limit order dynamics and order executions; the reader may refer to Lo et al. (2002) , Cont et al. (2010) , Malo and Pennanen (2012) , Cont and De Larrard (2013) , Abergel and Jedidi (2013) .
The statistical property of the ultra-high-frequency data is also an important subject because they exhibit the distinctive characteristics from the macro price dynamics. For example, care should be taken when applying the typical statistical methods to ultra-high-frequency data, and when computing the realized volatility (Andersen et al., 2003) due to microstructure noise, which refers to the mean reverting properties of the price processes at high frequency level. Previous studies , Zhang et al. (2005) , Hansen and Lunde (2006) and Aït-Sahalia et al. (2011) ) measured the volatility of the return in the presence of market microstructure noise. Huth and Abergel (2014) examined the lead/lag relationship between asset prices and showed that there are significant cross correlations in the futures/stock at the high-frequency contrast with the daily data cases where cross correlations are negligible. The lead/lag relationship among the international index futures of different countries were also observed by Alsayed and McGroarty (2014) . For the semi-Markov model with price jumps to explain the micorstructure noise, consult Fodra and Pham (2015) .
The financial asset price time series at the ultra-high-frequency level exhibits several autocorrelations that are not observed on a daily basis. Under the tick structure with a minimum tick size of price variation, the price dynamics is a pure jump process that consists of up jumps and down jumps. First, the frequency of up movements tends to increase with increasing frequency of the past down movements and vice versa. This causes a mean reverting property in the price dynamics, even though the correlations last for less than a few seconds. Second, there are also autocorrelations between the movements of the same direction. This causes volatility clustering that is different from the clustering on the macro level, which is typically modeled by GARCH (Bollerslev, 1986) or the stochastic volatility model (Heston, 1993) , because the clustering properties in the tick structure last for only a few seconds. The durations of the autocorrelations are much shorter than those of the autocorrelation observed on a daily level.
These properties are well incorporated into the Hawkes model, which belongs to the class of point processes and is introduced by Hawkes (1971) . Therefore, there has been an increase in the related work of modeling price dynamics based on the Hawkes process. The bivariate Hawkes process was introduced to model the buy and sell order arrivals and the impact of the orders on future prices was examined (Hewlett, 2006) . The generalized Hawkes models was used to study the dependence between the occurrence of time trades and changes to the mid quote as well as the dependences between trading days (Bowsher, 2007) . Large (2007) examined the market resilience after trades using the limit order book data and mutually excited Hawkes models. Bacry et al. (2012) explained the non-parametric estimation method for the symmetric Hawkes process based on high-frequency futures data. Based on the mutually exciting Hawkes process, Bacry et al. (2013) suggested the mathematical framework that incorporates the market microstructure noise and the Epps effect, which is the correlation between the returns of two different assets at high sampling frequency. The trade clustering properties of the price dynamics on the micro level was well incorporated by the self-excited Hawkes process (Da Fonseca and Zaatour, 2014) . The formulas for the moments and correlation function for the self and mutually excited Hawkes process were derived by Da Fonseca and Zaatour (2015) . A multivariate Hawkes process was introduced for the up and down price movements and buy and sell orders to explain the stylized facts of the market impact and microstructure (Bacry and Muzy, 2014) . Zheng et al. (2014) suggested a multivariate constrained Hawkes process to describe the dynamics of the bid and ask prices. Lee and Seo (2014) focused on the daily and intraday volatility estimation based on the symmetric Hawkes process and compared the result with the realized volatility. For more about the kernel estimation in the Hawkes model, consult Bacry et al. (2016) and for the correlation and lead-lag relationship in a multi-asset model using the Hawkes process, consult Da Fonseca and Zaatour (2016) .
The previous studies focused mainly on the simple point process model, where the jump size is constant. In the present study, the existing simple Hawkes model was extended to the marked Hawkes model to handle more realistic price movements in stock markets where the random size jumps (marks) are introduced. A marked point process was introduced based on the ACM-ACD model, where points are the transaction time and the marks are information on the transaction (Russell and Engle, 2005) . The Hawkes process was adopted to explain the aftermath effects of the marks, which is more convenient for calculating the useful formula. The future effects of the marks depend on the absolute sizes of the marks and hence a linear impact function is introduced to deal with the future impact of the mark. Our empirical study shows that the estimates of the slope parameter of the impact function are significant positive values in stock markets. This suggests that the larger marks tend to magnify the future intensities more than the smaller marks. For the distribution of the mark, a specific distribution is not assumed in this paper but the empirical distribution is used for estimations and volatility calculation. Our model is not limited to the independent mark as the empirical studies show the intensity dependent mark distribution.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the marked Hawkes model is proposed to describe the tick price dynamics of equities. Section 3 and Section 4 present the simulation results and empirical studies, respectively. Section 5 concludes the paper. The mathematical proofs are reported in the Appendix.
2 Symmetric marked Hawkes model
Marked point process
This subsection introduces the basic concepts of marked point processes. The mathematical framework is in line with Daley and Vere-Jones (2003) . With the given complete separable metric state space, X , a point process is a measure to count the number of random events that occur in an open set that belongs to the σ-field of X 's Borel set, B X . To deal with random events, a probability space (Ω, P) is introduced. A point process N (ω) for ω ∈ Ω, or simply N , is the counting measure on B X , i.e., N (A) = N (ω, A) is a random non-negative finite integer for any bounded A ∈ B X . In other words, N (A) is a random variable that counts the number of events in A. From now on, the term ω is omitted for the notational simplicity.
A marked point process is a more complex model that is introduced to describe not only the location of random events but also additional information, called the mark, attached to each event. A marked point process is a point process {(t ℓ , k(t ℓ ))} with locations t ℓ ∈ R and marks k(t ℓ ) in a mark space K. The location space is not necessarily R, but in this paper, the space is defined as a real line to model the price movements over time. In addition, the mark space K = Z + is the space of price jump sizes. This suggests that the absolute jump sizes of the price movements are represented by positive integer multiples of a minimum jump size, δ.
For price dynamics modeling, there are two marked point processes, N 1 and N 2 , which represent the up and down movements, respectively. This study assumes that the probabilistic properties of k 1 and k 2 , the mark size of N 1 and N 2 , respectively, are the same. For each i = 1, 2, the ground process
, which is the marginal process for locations, is itself a point process. Each ground process, N gi , describes the arrival times of up or down price movements.
The price process is assumed to be represented by a two dimensional marked Hawkes point process, which belongs to the marked point processes. Let λ gi (t) be the conditional intensity of N gi upon filtration F t− which is the minimal σ-algebra generated by the history of the marked point processes of N 1 and N 2 on (−∞, t). The conditional intensities are F t -adapted stochastic processes, that heuristically speaking, satisfy
Owing to the discontinuity, the intensities may not be unique at the discontinuities and λ gi (t) are considered the left continuous modifications in general, but if the intensities are used as integrators of some stochastic integrations, then the right continuous modification of λ gi is used as the integrators. The marked Hawkes model for the price dynamics does not need to be symmetric in general. However, for computational ease, it is convenient to assumed that the joint distributions of (k 1 , λ g1 ) and (k 2 , λ g2 ) are the same, for example,
The marked Hawkes process assumption implies that, for each i = 1, 2, the intensities of the ground processes satisfy
where u ℓ are the event times. The mark size is represented by k j in the integration form with the counting measure, and is represented by k j (u ℓ ) in the summation form with the associated event time u ℓ . With the counting measure, inside the integration, k j can be considered to be function on
If the occurrence time of k j needs to be specified, then the mark is written as k j (u) as in Eq. (2) with some time notation, u, indicating that k j (u) takes place at time u. The Hawkes processes generated by the above intensities are defined by the ancestor-offspring argument (as long as the intensities are finite). The immigrant ancestor of type i with mark k arrives at the system from outside in a Poisson process at rate µ. These ancestors generate offspring and the generated offspring become the new ancestor to generate new offspring. Owing to the ancestor type j born at time u with mark k, whether immigrant or not, the type i offspring are generated by a Poisson process with a rate q ij g ij (k)φ ij (t − u) at time t. The Poisson rate is emphasized by g ij (k) at time u and decreases with φ ij (t − u) as t increases. A normalization method to determine q ij , g ij (k) and φ ij (t − u) is used in general, since the combination of q ij g ij (k)φ ij (t − u) is not unique.
We assume the exponential decay kernel for φ ij (t − u) = φ(t − u) = βe −β(t−u) , β > 0, which is normalized such that
The impact of mark g ij is also normalized in the sense that E[g ij (k)] = 1. In addition, q ij > 0 are called the branching coefficients and Q := {q ij } i,j=1,2 is called the branching matrix. With an exponential decay kernel, (λ g1 , λ g2 ) is Markovian and the calculations in this paper depend largely on this property. This paper considers the case that the distribution of mark of type i may depend on λ gi and hence the conditional distribution of the mark is represented by f (k i |λ gi (t)). On the other hand, this paper does not assume the specific parametric distribution for the mark size except when paths are generated under the simulation study. The estimation procedures and volatility analysis are performed without specifying the mark distribution.
The counting measure N i can be interpreted as a stochastic jump process. To apply the stochastic integration theory later, without notational confusion, the associated jump processes is defined as
where in the l.h.s., the stochastic process N i is represented by the sole parameter t and in the r.h.s., the measure N i is represented by both the location t and mark size k. In the stochastic process representation, N i (t) counts the number of events over (0, t] with weight k i . The jump processes N i (t) are considered to be right continuous with left limits. Similarly, the ground processes also have the stochastic process representations:
which counts the number of events over (0, t] without considering the jump size k i . As a jump process, the ground process is also regarded to be right continuous with left limits.
Linear impact function
A linear impact function of the mark is introduced. The impact function g ij and the distribution of the mark should satisfy some additional criteria so that the marked Hawkes process does not blow up. 
.
(iii) The branching matrix is symmetric with
(iv) For i = 1, 2, we assume
for some constant K iλgi > 0 and
In addition, the joint distributions of (k 1 , λ g1 ) and (k 2 , λ g2 ) are the same and we have
The condition of Eq. (4) is similar to the existence condition of the simple symmetric Hawkes process except for the additional term {1 + (K iλgi − 1)η}. Indeed, Assumption 1 (ii)∼(iv) leads to the weak stationarity of λ gi . Under Eq. (1) with the exponential decay function, we have
The point process (N 1 , N 2 ) defined under the above ground intensity is then a two dimensional marked self and mutually excited Hawkes process with a linear impact function. Assuming the integrand of the following formula is integrable, a predictable finite variation process
and hence
is a martingale. Therefore, by taking the unconditional expectation for the ground intensity formulas in Eqs. (5) and (6), we have
and by Eq. (3),
since k 1 and k 2 have the same distributional property. We write
or, in a system of linear differential equation,
where K 1λg1 = K 2λg2 is used. The eigenvalues of the system are
and the solution of the above system is
If Eq. (4) holds, then ξ 1 , ξ 2 < 0 and the solution converges to a constant as t → ∞. A similar argument is applied to the second moments of λ g1 (t) and λ g2 (t) and λ gi (t) are weakly stationary at least in the long-run or by assuming that λ gi (0) are equal to their long-run expectations. Note that by the symmetry and the stationarity of λ gi , Eqs (7) and (8) lead directly to
and
By the symmetry between λ g1 and λ g2 ,
Therefore, if condition (4) is satisfied, then the ground processes are well defined, i.e., the expectation of the ground intensities are positive and finite.
Second moment property
In this subsection, the volatility formula of the asset return generated by the marked Hawkes processes under the symmetric model is calculated. The symmetry of the model implies that i and j are interchangeable which makes the formula simple. In the following notation, various Ks and αs are defined in a similar manner to those in Eq. (3), which simplify the notations.
Notation 1. For a jump process X such as λ gi and N i , let
(In the previous, when X = λ gi , subscript is omitted for simplicity as in Eq.
two dimensional marked self and mutually excited Hawkes process with a linear impact function under Assumption 1 with ground intensities of Eqs. (5) and (6). If the price process S t follows
with a minimum jump size δ, then the unconditional variance of the return over [0, t] is
Proof. See A.
The result is slightly complicated but the following remark is useful for the practice.
Remark 2. By assuming
Under the assumption, M, M 2 and K 2 are symmetric and the variance formula becomes simple. In addition, if all Ks are equal to 1, then the variance formula is reduced to
which is the same formula of the variance in the simple Hawkes model.
Corollary 3. Under the assumption in Theorem 1, if the marks
K t whereK andK are now represented bȳ
Likelihood function
To estimate the parameters in the intensity processes, such as µ, α s , α c , β and η, the log-likelihood needs to be computed. The joint log-likelihood function of the realized interarrival of the jumps and marks of (N 1 , N 2 ) over the period [0, T ] is represented by
where f denotes the conditional distribution of the mark k i with a given λ gi . In the above formula, the log-likelihood is separated into two parts, log L g and log L m . The first part log L g is the log-likelihood function of the ground intensity processes, or more precisely, the joint loglikelihood function of the jump interarrival times. The second part log L m is the log-likelihood function of the conditional mark distribution. When log L g is used solely for the maximum likelihood estimation, then log L g is indeed the conditional log-likelihood function of the jump interarrival times with the conditions on the realized marks, i.e., the estimation is the maximum likelihood estimation based on the interarrival times of jumps with given realized marks.
In the estimation procedure of the simulation and empirical studies later, no specific form of the joint distribution of the ground intensities and mark sizes is assumed but the empirical mark distribution is used to conduct the maximum likelihood procedure to maximize log L g , the conditional log-likelihood function of the jump interarrival times. Because the empirical mark distribution is used, the log L m part does not affect the estimations of θ = (µ, α s , α c , β, η). On the other hand, if one assume a specific parametric modeling on the mark distribution by specifying a conditional distribution f (k i |λ gi ) as in Subsection 3.1 and also want to estimate the parameters in f , then log L m is also affected by θ since when λ gi s are inferred, it is calculated using θ.
In another aspect, the estimation procedure only on log L g is possible since the marks k i are observable. If the mark sizes are unobservable, it is then inevitable to assume a parametric modeling on the joint or conditional distribution between λ gi and k i to infer the mark size k i . Owing to the parametric assumption on f (k i |λ gi (u)), as mentioned before, the parameter family of θ also appears in the formula of log L m , and the changing values of θ change not only the value log L g but also log L m . Therefore, the estimator that maximizes log L g may not converge to the estimator that maximizes (log L g + log L m ) as the sample size increases.
Fortunately, since all k i are observable in our empirical study, the observed realized mark sizes are used to compute log L g , not the inferred k i based on some parametric assumption. Hence, the estimator of θ that maximizes log L g are the maximum likelihood estimator associated with the conditional joint distribution of the interarrival times of jumps with the given marks. Note that log L g and log L m are separated not because the marks k i are independent from the ground intensities but because log L g can be represented as the log-likelihood function of the conditional joint distribution of the interarrival times with the given marks.
In practice, log L g is computed as follows. With the presumed parameter values of α s , α c , β and η, we compute the inferred ground intensity processes λ gi s based on the realized N i s of the stock price process and Eqs. (5) and (6). With the inferred ground intensity processes, the realized values of the stochastic integration part are calculated by
where u n denotes the realized jump time by N gi . In addition, T 0 (λ g1 (u) + λ g2 (u))du is computed using the Riemann integral which has a closed form formula. By repeating the above procedure with the changing presumed parameters, the numerical solver for the optimization try to find the global maximum of log L g .
Consider the concavity of the log-likelihood function. If the Hessian of the log-likelihood function is negative semi-definite for all parameters with a given realization, then the log-likelihood function is concave. However, the formula of the Hessian of the marked Hawkes model is complicated, we instead examine the conditional concavity when β and η are fixed. Note that, with the given realized jump times
where t N is the last jump time. Using the definition of λ g1 , each term in the summation can be rewritten as follows:
With fixed β and η, the term is represented as
for some constants m, a s , a c , and C. Therefore, for any fixed β and η, the Hessian matrix of the term with respect to µ, α s and α c is 1
which is negative semidefinite. The conditional Hessian of the log-likelihood function log L g with fixed β and η is represented by
which is also negative semidefinite. Therefore, at least if the parameter values of β and η are fixed, the concavity of the log-likelihood log L g (µ, α s , α c |β, η) as a function of µ, α s , α c can be guaranteed, and we can assume that a numerical solver for the optimization will find the global maximum. Consider the points of β and η over a sufficiently large and dense grid. For each β and η, we can find the conditional global maximum of log L g (µ, α s , α c |β, η) over the parameter space of µ, α s , α c due to the conditional concavity. Now the interest is the shape of the conditional global maximums over the grid of β and η. If the conditional global maximum is still concave and the maximum of the conditional maximums can be found, then the numerical optimizer can be checked to determine if it finds the overall global maximum. In the numerical procedure later, the shape of the conditional log-likelihood function over a grid of β and η will be examined.
Simulation example 3.1 Symmetric model
In this paper, the specific distribution of the mark is generally not assumed. For the simulation study, however, it is necessary to assume a specific conditional distribution of the mark sizes to generate paths. Suppose that the mark k i follows the conditional geometric distribution with
for some constants c, d and U , i.e., This suggests that the conditional expectation of the mark size k i with a given ground intensity λ gi is
for some slope c, intercept d, and upper bound U . It is needed to set the upper bound for the conditional mean of the mark size to prevent a blow up of the marked Hawkes process. With this setting, the conditional expectation of the impact depends on the current intensity:
With each differently presumed conditional distribution and parameter setting, 500 sample paths of the two dimensional marked Hawkes process and corresponding ground intensities are generated. The time horizon for the path is set to be 5.5 hours, which equals the time horizon used in empirical studies later. The simulation mechanism is similar to the simple Hawkes models but it needs to incorporate the mark size and its future impacts.
With the realized interarrival times of the generated path and realized mark sizes, the maximum likelihood estimation is performed on the maximized log L g in Eq. (11) and the results are listed in Table 1. The table consists Because the likelihood for the ground processes was calculated, the estimates of µ, α s , α c , β and η were computed but not for c, d and U . The sample mean of the estimates with 500 sample paths are reported in the row 'mean'. The row 'std.' presents the sample standard deviations of each estimate with 500 samples. The table shows that the estimates are consistent with the true values. Figure 1 presents the global maximums of the conditional log-likelihood functions with various β and η under the first simulation setting as explained in the previous section. The numerically computed conditional maximum points shows the concavity and it is expected that the numerical optimizer will find the global maximum in the procedure.
To calculate the volatility, we need to compute Ks in Notation 1 which involves several unconditional expectations with the mark size, intensities and counting processes. In the absence of the exact formula of the expectations due to the complicated relationship between the mark and the intensities, the following 
where [0, T ] is an observation time interval. To calculate the right hand sides, the realized k i , N i and N gi of the generated paths and inferred λ gi from the estimates of µ, α s , α c , β and η are used. The inferred intensities λ gi are computed using Eqs. (5) (6), once µ, α s , α c , β and η are estimated. The expectations of the ground intensities are approximated by the sample average of the total number of corresponding up or down moves per unit time in Eq. (12). Similarly for E[k i λ gi (t)] where the counting process N i is used instead to compute the sample average.
The right hand side of Eq. (14) is the sample average of the total number of jumps per unit time with weight k 2 i for each jump and this approximates the left hand side. For Eqs. (15) and (16), consider 
1λg1 as sample size increases converges to c 1 as t increases. Note that
with approximations for a large enough t and T . A similar argument was applied to Eq. (18). The column 'H. vol' is for the mean of the volatility estimates computed by the likelihood estimates of µ, α s , α c , β, η and Ks using Remark 2. This was compared with the two scale realized volatility (TSRV) in the column 'TSRV' proposed by Zhang et al. (2005) . The small time scale was set to be one second and the large time scale was set to be five minutes for the TSRV computation. The results show that the Hawkes volatility and TSRV are similar. The standard deviations of the Hawkes volatility are smaller than those of the TSRV for all simulation cases.
Other examples
This subsection examines the cases where there is a discrepancy between the Hawkes volatility and the realized volatility. First, the fully characterized Hawkes model is examined, i.e., the coefficients of the branching matrix is represented by
with the linear impact function of Assumption 1 (ii). Under this setting, no symmetry is guaranteed.
Recall that in the symmetric model, α s = α 11 = α 22 , α c = α 12 = α 21 , and β = β 11 = β 12 = β 21 = β 22 . Table 2 lists the estimation results of the fully characterized Hawkes model with simulated paths with the presumed parameters. The presumed parameters are presented in the 'true' column and 500 sample paths are generated over a one day time horizon, more precisely, 5.5 hours as in the previous example. The columns 'full' report the means and standard deviations of the estimates under the maximum likelihood estimation with the fully characterized Hawkes model. The likelihood estimations were also performed under the symmetric Hawkes model, even though the paths are generated by the fully characterized Hawkes model. The results are presented in the columns 'symmetric' at the centers of the rows of corresponding parameters. For example, µ is presented at the center of two rows of µ 1 and µ 2 , α s is presented at the center of two rows of α 11 and α 22 , etc.. The 'S.Vol.' represents the sample volatility of the return computed by the sample standard deviation of the closing stock prices generated by the 500 sample paths. The TSRV and marked Hawkes volatility with corresponding standard deviations are reported in column 'TSRV' and 'H.Vol', respectively. The Hawkes volatility is calculated using the estimates of the symmetric Hawkes model. Two volatilities are biased around 4% compared to the sample volatility. The TSRV are larger than the sample volatilities and the Hawkes volatilities are smaller in these cases.
Second, the symmetric marked Hawkes models were examined, where the model parameters change during the sample period. Table 3 lists the estimation results with the symmetric Hawkes models of the 5.5 hour's time horizon but the model parameter of the first one hour of the period is according to the row of 'True 1' and in the rest of the period, the model follows 'True 2'. In the first panel, the varying part is the upper bound of the conditional mean of the mark distribution. In other words, during the first part of the sample period, the price process is quite volatile due to the possible large size of the mark, and the remaining part is rather stable. This mimics the case of the 2010 Flash Crash and the empirical analysis will be performed later. The result shows the discrepancy between the TSRV and the Hawkes volatility which are both less than the sample volatility and the TSRV is even less than the Hawkes volatility.
4 Empirical study
Data
The empirical studies used the ultra high-frequency tick-by-tick data of some major stock prices consisting of several years with the best bid and ask quotes reported in the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). The time horizon of the sample for each day is set to be from 10:00 to 15:30. The data of 30 minutes immediately after the opening and before the closing time were not used to reduce the seasonality effects. The price movement patterns are usually different at the near opening and closing from the rest of the day. The jump sizes of the price movements of equities in the S&P 500 are not constant over time particularly when the price of the equity is high and hence the ratio between the price and the minimum tick size in transaction on the NYSE, $0.01, is high. The tick size of the NYSE was reduced from $1/8 to $1/16 in 1997 and from $1/16 to $0.01 in 2001. In this paper, the mid-price movements is considered for the marked Hawkes modeling to remove the bid-ask bounce and hence the minimum jump size is the In the original data, the time resolution of the record is one second. If more than one timestamps of the price changes are reported for one second, then the reported events are distributed over a one second interval to equidistant finer partitions. Table 4 compares the percentage of the mark size of IBM, GE and CVX from 2008 to 2011, i.e., the unconditional distribution of mark sizes are reported in the table. IBM and CVX have a range of mark sizes over the years but GE's mark size distributions concentrates on the minimum mark size. This is because the price of IBM and CVX is relatively high (IBM is around $150 and CVX is around $100), whereas the price of GE is around $25. The unconditional distributions of the marks have exponentially decreasing shapes which are similar to the geometric distributions. The empirical distribution of the marks of IBM, 2010 and 2011, was compared with the geometric distributions in Figure 3 . The solid lines are for the empirical distribution and the dashed lines are for the geometric distribution fitted by matching the first moments of the empirical and geometric distributions.
Unconditional distribution of mark

Mark size and intensity
This subsection examines the dependence between the mark size and the ground intensity, and the number of expected events over unit interval. The empirical evidence shows that the mark size and the current ground intensity are significantly related to each other. First, the empirical conditional .1074) expectation of the intensities with given mark size, E[λ gi (t)|k i ], were calculated. The proxy intensities are introduced because the ground intensities are unobservable. The proxy intensities for the up, down and total jumps are defined by the numbers of up, down and total jumps, respectively, over a fixed time period, which is ended just before the time of the jump, divided by the length of the period. The period for the proxy intensities was chosen as ten seconds. Mathematically, the up proxy intensity for the mark k 1 , which takes place at time t is represented by N g1 (t + τ ) − N g1 (t), where τ is the length of the period. Table 5 presents the calculated sample mean and standard error of the proxy intensities for each mark size and for each year of 2010 and 2011, IBM. For example, for the mark size 6, there are 86,738 up jumps reported and the sample mean of the up proxy intensity is 3.4784 and the sample standard error is 0.0145. Note that the intensity of 3.4784 implies that the expected number of movements over unit time, which was set to 1 second, is approximately 3.4784. The table shows that the proxy intensities increase with increasing given mark size. The negative integers in the column of the mark size represent the down jump of the price. The proxy intensities were also calculated for five seconds time horizon. The results are similar to the previous case of 10 seconds time horizon so the results are not shown.
Second, Table 6 presents the relationship between the mark sizes and the inferred ground intensities with the linear impact function using the IBM tick data. Prior to calculating the inferred ground process, the parameters ω, α s , α c , β, and η were estimated by maximizing log L g defined in Eq. (11). The estimations were performed on a daily basis and the detailed estimation results will be demonstrated later. Subsequently, the inferred ground intensities were computed with the estimates of ω, α s , α c , β, and η using the definition of the ground intensities in Eqs. (5) and (6). The sample mean and sample standard errors of the inferred ground intensities for each mark size is reported. Similarly with the case of the proxy intensities, the inferred ground intensities increase with increasing given mark size. This implies that if a large size of the mark is observed, it is probably based on the large ground intensities.
Third, Figure 4 illustrates the empirical expectations of the mark size conditionally upon given inferred ground intensities, E[k i |λ gi (t)], using the tick data of IBM, 2008 IBM, -2011 . For each year, the empirical conditional expectation with a given λ gi = n for an integer n was computed using the sample mean of the mark sizes, whose associated inferred ground process is falling into (n−1, n]. The conditional expectations of the marks were plotted where the total observed numbers of the mark were larger than 100 for each year, i.e., the samples with a small number of observations are dropped out. In the figure, the ground intensities vary by more as the years pass, suggesting that the overall number of activities increases. Most of intensities were less than 15 in 2008 but the inferred intensity in 2011 were more widely distributed as one can see that the large portion of the observed intensities were larger than 15.
The shape of the conditional expectation of the mark changes over time. The conditional expectation tends to increase with increasing intensity in 2008 and 2010. In 2009 and 2011, the conditional expectations showed humped shapes. Figure 5 shows the empirical conditional expectations of the mark given ground intensity computed monthly basis from January to June, 2011, of IBM. In the monthly basis empirical conditional expectation, irregular patterns were observed over time. The changing shape of the conditional distribution of marks over time is the reason why the mark distribution is not specified, and the estimation was performed in a non-parametric manner for the part of the mark distribution. Table 7 lists the likelihood estimation results of the marked Hawkes model with the tick data of IBM, January 2011, where log L g of Eq. (11) is maximized. The numerically computed standard errors are reported in the parentheses. The estimations were performed on a daily basis, i.e., the estimates were recalculated in every business day. The behaviors of µ, α s , α c , and β in Figure 6 are similar to those estimated in the simple Hawkes model, see Lee and Seo (2014) .
Estimation result
The dynamics of η are illustrated in Figure 8 where η was estimated around 0.2 in general from 2008 to 2011. The slope parameter for the impact function, η, is positive in general, which means that large mark tends to have a large impact for the future intensities. On the other hand, η is less than 1 and this implies that the impact of mark size 2 is generally less than the total impact of the two consecutive unit size jumps that occur over a very short time interval. Note that few negative η are also observed. Figure 9 shows the dynamics of η estimated from CVX. The overall behaviors of η of IBM and CVX are similar but the η of CVX was more volatile. Figure 10 compares the Hawkes volatility computed by Remark 2 and TSRV of IBM, 2008-2011. The trends of the Hawkes volatility and TSRV are similar but the Hawkes volatility is generally larger than the TSRV, especially when the volatility is high. This tendency was also found in the simple symmetric Hawkes model. This discrepancy might be because of the restriction that the parameter settings need be symmetric and Markovian. On the other hand, the precise reason for this is unclear at this point. Note that in the previous simulation study, the Hawkes volatility and TSRV converges. The empirical studies suggest that the parameter restrictions for symmetry do not perfectly meet with the real data. Figure 7 presents the dynamics of all parameters of the fully characterized Hawkes model of Subsection 3.2 for IBM, 2011. The result shows that for each parameter pair (µ 1 , µ 2 ), (α 11 , α 22 ), (α 12 , α 21 ), (β 11 , β 22 ) and (β 12 , β 21 ), a similar trend is observed over time but those were not exactly the same as each other. The summary statistics in Table 8 show that the parameter pair has a similar mean but the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) also shows a difference between the parameters. The row 'MAPE' presents the error between two adjacent parameters. In addition, β 11 and β 12 are different, even in the mean. A similar observation is found in the simple Hawkes approach.
Interestingly, when the stock market is in a highly volatile state, the slope for the impact function, η is estimated to be relatively close to zero. For example, September 29, 2008 , at the beginning of the financial crisis, the reported η of IBM was around 0.02, which was much smaller than the annual average, 0.16, when the market is very unstable with a TSRV of 0.8766 and a Hawkes volatility 1.4530. In the May 6, 2010 Flash Crash, the estimated η of IBM was around 0.01 (annual average of η = 0.23) when the TSRV was 0.9656 and the Hawkes volatility was 1.3264. Because of the statement of Federal Reserve, the stock market was highly volatile at August 9, 2011, and the η of IBM was around 0.01 which is much smaller than the annual average 0.11. CVX also showed a similar pattern. The estimated η of CVX for the above cases are around 0.04, 0.01, and 0.07, respectively, whereas the annual averages in 2008, 2010 and 2011 were 0.14, 0.41 and 0.24, respectively. In a highly volatile market, a much larger number of large size marks are observed than in a stable market, and with those large size marks, the linear relationship between the mark size and the future impact is weak.
In the estimation of the Hawkes models, the data of all arrival times over the sample period are used. Even with a ten minute interval, usually more than a thousand records of arrival times are available, which is sufficient to provide a reliable result for the estimation in the aspect of the sample size and hence adequate intraday analyses are possible. The left of Figure 11 presents the intraday variation of the volatility of IBM on May 6, 2010, the day of the Flash Crash. The estimation was performed on a ten minute basis from 10:00 to 15:30 and the cumulative volatility is plotted in the figure. An abrupt increase in volatility is observed between 14:30 and 15:00 when the stock market crashed and the volatility was stabilized after 15:00. The right of the figure plots the intraday U-shape pattern of the volatility of IBM on an ordinary day of August 9, 2011.
In the volatility estimation perspective, the volatility formula under the i.i.d. mark in Corollary 3 and the volatility formula without assuming the i.i.d. property are similar. The empirical result also showed that the two formulas have similar values over time, as shown in Figure 12 . Therefore, for practical purposes, such as volatility computation, it may be sufficient to introduce an i.i.d. mark distribution.
Concluding remark
A marked Hawkes model was developed for price tick dynamics in equity markets. A linear impact function was employed to describe the future effects of price jumps. A specific distribution for the jump size was not assumed but the empirical distribution was used for the estimation. This model is not limited to the independent mark since the empirical studies showed that the jump size depends on the ground intensities. The volatility formula was derived based on stochastic calculus and statistical methods and the simulation studies showed that the Hawkes volatility and realized volatility are similar in the symmetric cases and the Hawkes volatility has less standard error. On the other hand, there are biases when the underlying path is not symmetrical or the parameters vary with time.
A significant positive linear impact was observed, approximately 0.2, and various types, linear or humped shape, of the conditional mean structure of mark size in the empirical studies based on the equity prices reported in NYSE. The Hawkes model is useful for estimating the intraday volatility particularly when the volatility is time varying. The U shape seasonality of the changing volatility was observed and the interesting example of Flash Crash was examined. As discussed in the simulation and empirical studies, the discrepancy between the Hawkes volatility and realized volatility and the biases from the sample volatility will be an important subject for a future study. In the presence of the asymmetry in the price dynamics and the time varying parameters, a more robust estimation method is required for a more exact volatility computation. One of the financial application of the marked Hawkes model is intraday volatility measurements. There is a discrepancy between the realized volatility and marked Hawkes volatility but the trend and the overall movements of two volatilities are consistent. In addition, in the marked Hawkes volatility estimation, the all available events reported in the exchange is used and hence even using the data in a relatively small interval, one can compute the Hawkes volatility and recognize the intraday changes of the volatility movement. This feature will help the traders, portfolio managers or algorithmic machines for the decision making by checking the changes in the intraday volatility trends of concerned assets.
The return model of the mark size will be considered for future work. The distribution of the mark size depending on the current price of the underlying asset and it is worthwhile to examine the relationship between the mark size measured under the return process and future intensities. In addition, it would be interesting to compare the performance of the marked Hawkes model with the ACD-GARCH model with modification of the future intensity as a function the marks.
A Proof of Theorem 1
We apply the stochastic integration theory to derive the second moment property of the two dimensional symmetric marked Hawkes process. The quadratic (co)variation process of the semimartingales X and Y for t ≥ 0 is defined as
For the quadratic pure jump processes X and Y , such as λ gi (t), N gi (t) and N i (t) in the proposed model
A.1
Step 1
This subsection derives the unconditional expectations of λ 2 gi (t) and λ gi (t)λ gj (t). By the definition of the quadratic variation process, we have
When the ground intensity λ gi is used as an integrator, we consider λ gi as the right continuous modification. The stochastic integration is indeed a path-by-path Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. The integration part of the r.h.s. of the above equation is represented by
Since the jump size of λ g1 is represented by α s (1 + (k 1 − 1)η) and α c (1 + (k 2 − 1)η), using Eq. (19), we have
where the stationarity of λ gi and the symmetry are used. In addition, 
A.2 Step 2
In this step, the goal is to calculate E[λ g1 (t)N 1 (t)] and E[λ g1 (t)N 2 (t)]. We have Note that if KM −1 2 − K 2 M −1 is close to zero, then the last term of the above equation is also close to zero and the formula is similar to the one in the simple Hawkes model.
A.3 Step 3
In the final step, E[N 
